. Matching the palm tree video with our biomechanically-inspired materials. The sti ness and mass density of the individual branches and leaves of this Foxtail Palm tree (Wodyetia bifurcata) was inferred using our biomechanical power law relationship. The branch and leaf dominant frequencies were estimated from the ground truth video (top row; filmed in moderate wind in Trinidad), based on 5 tracked points on selected branches (top-le ). The 3D mesh for the palm tree was generated by an artist, based on the video. Bo om row was generated using a real-time model-reduced FEM simulation using our materials. Simulation and real-time rendering runs at 20 FPS; 9 branches (including the main trunk), 6,085 flexible leaves. To verify the materials, we tracked the same points in our rendered video result, and observed a close match to the ground truth frequencies (right). Our video result looks qualitatively similar to the ground truth (see video).
Fig. 1. Matching the palm tree video with our biomechanically-inspired materials. The sti ness and mass density of the individual branches and leaves of this Foxtail Palm tree (Wodyetia bifurcata) was inferred using our biomechanical power law relationship. The branch and leaf dominant frequencies were estimated from the ground truth video (top row; filmed in moderate wind in Trinidad), based on 5 tracked points on selected branches (top-le ). The 3D mesh for the palm tree was generated by an artist, based on the video. Bo om row was generated using a real-time model-reduced FEM simulation using our materials. Simulation and real-time rendering runs at 20 FPS; 9 branches (including the main trunk), 6,085 flexible leaves. To verify the materials, we tracked the same points in our rendered video result, and observed a close match to the ground truth frequencies (right). Our video result looks qualitatively similar to the ground truth (see video).
Botanical simulation plays an important role in many elds including visual e ects, games and virtual reality. Previous plant simulation research has focused on computing physically based motion, under the assumption that the material properties are known. It is too tedious and impractical to manually set the spatially-varying material properties of complex trees. In this paper, we give a method to set the mass density, sti ness and damping properties of individual tree components (branches and leaves) using a small number of intuitive parameters. Our method is rooted in plant biomechanics literature and builds upon power laws observed in real botanical systems. We demonstrate our materials by simulating them using o ine and model-reduced FEM simulators. Our parameters can be tuned directly by artists; but we also give a technique to infer the parameters from ground truth videos of real trees. Our materials produce tree animations that look much more similar to real trees than previous methods, as evidenced by our user study and experiments.
CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Physical simulation; Interactive simulation;
INTRODUCTION
Botanical simulation is a widely studied topic in computer graphics and animation. Numerous methods have been presented to animate trees. Realistic physically based simulation of trees, however, requires knowing the material properties (such as sti ness, mass density and damping properties), rather than just performing efcient and stable simulation. In nature, the material within each plant varies dramatically, from sti wood of the trunk, to soft, young branches and leaves. This natural process, called ligni cation, greatly a ects tree dynamics. Trees simulated using simplistic material settings, such as assigning a constant material to the entire tree, or setting the material based on depth of a branch in the hierarchy, produce visually incorrect results that do not match the motion of real trees. For simple trees with a limited number of branches, the material can be adjusted manually. However, for complex trees with thousands of branches, the task is too tedious for manual work. It is then natural to wonder how to automate (or semi-automate) this process to obtain natural, vivid motion of complex trees, and do so with minimal user input.
We give a procedural algorithm, depending only on a small set of easily tunable parameters, to set the material properties of individual tree parts (branches and leaves, called the domains) of complex plants. We also give a procedural method to vary the material within each domain. Our algorithm is inspired by observations made in the plant biomechanics literature. Several plant biomechanical studies of real trees have determined that there exist power law relationships between the length of branches, and their diameter, as well as between length and natural vibration frequency. Our algorithm Fig. 2 . Forest simulation with our biomechanical procedural materials. The trunks deform very li le whereas the small branches are so , resulting in natural tree motion. Three species, 24 trees, 180,795 domains, 139,419 DOFs. The simulation running time is 300 msec for the entire scene per graphical frame, and is independent of the employed materials.
performs linear modal analysis on each domain, extracting natural frequencies, and then scales branch sti ness and mass density based on a user-adjusted power-law relationship. This results in branch frequencies that obey the power-law relationship and branch deformation amplitudes that can be made to match reference plant videos. For damping, we give a method that models frequency-dependent modal damping factors, and can be used to vary the domain damping based on domain deformation, as observed in real plants. Optionally, materials may be further scaled based on their position in the tree hierarchy.
We use our materials to generate quality animations of complex plant systems. While our materials are generally applicable, we demonstrate them using full (o ine) Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations of the entire tree, as well as for model-reduced FEM simulations that couple the domains using domain decomposition. The parameters of our model can be tuned directly by artists. We also give a technique to estimate our parameters based on 2D trajectories of a few key points tracked in a ground truth plant video (Figure 1 ). Our materials greatly improve plant simulation quality, making them phenomenologically (in natural frequency, magnitude of deformation and damping rates) much closer to real trees. We have con rmed this using a user study of over 200 participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk. To the best of our knowledge, we are rst work in computer graphics that aims to match the visual behavior of complex, real trees with thousands of branches. Our contribution also includes modeling animations of trees using power law material relationships, and investigating plant damping.
RELATED WORK
Plant modeling and animation is a complex, multi-faceted area, involving plant growth, shape, animation and interaction with the environment. For a good recent survey, please see [Benes et al. 2016] . Parameters of a typical plant environment include wind and sun strength, any obstacles that block the plants, and richness of soil [Pirk et al. 2014 [Pirk et al. , 2012 Rudnick et al. 2007 ]. These factors can directly a ect the speed of growth, branch thickness and leaf orientation. Lindenmayer system (L-system) is one of the most wellknown systems for plant modeling [Lindenmayer 1968; Měch and Prusinkiewicz 1996; Prusinkiewicz 1986 ], making it possible, for example, to control how branches grow and bifurcate. Many subsequent publications improved L-systems [Boudon et al. 2012; Jirasek et al. 2000; Taylor-Hell 2005] . Three-dimensional plant models can also be reconstructed from real-world observations, for example, 3D point sets [Livny et al. 2011] , 2D images [Reche-Martinez et al. 2004; Tan et al. 2008] or motion videos . These methods are able to produce geometry that is very similar to real plants. In our work, we assume that the plant geometry is known, and model the materials.
Plants can be animated using small randomized vibrations, precomputed motion graphs [James et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2007 ], or by capturing the motion from video . Although realistic, this method cannot generate motions far beyond the source video. Physically based simulation can provide large deformations, realistic dynamics and intuitive plant control. Because rigid objects are fast to simulate, plants can be simulated by dividing them into rigid segments with joints [Oliapuram and Kumar 2010; Pirk et al. 2014; Sakaguchi and Ohya 1999] . Additional constraints can be added to adjacent segments to simulate realistic soft plants, enriched by stochastic wind [Wong and Datta 2004] . In order to model spatially-varying material properties, interior volume and volume preservation, one can use 3D solid FEM [Lu et al. 2011; Twigg and Kačić-Alesić 2010] . Such simulations can automatically incorporate branch thickness (thicker branches are harder to bend) and nonstraight (crooked) undeformed branch geometry. As opposed to simulating the entire plant as one volumetric mesh, the plant can also be modeled as a multi-domain FEM system, where the plant is divided into several pieces (the domains), and then simulated using FEM and model reduction [Barbič and Zhao 2011; Zhao and Barbič 2013] . In our work, we also divide the tree into domains (Figure 3 ), but we use this decomposition only to determine the material parameters (Young's modulus and mass density), which can then be used in any simulator that can incorporate these parameters.
For FEM simulation, it is necessary to set the material properties (such as Young's modulus and mass density) of each individual domain. The easiest approach is to set the material properties to be constant in all domains. This method is only really useful when the materials of all domains are the same, such as a grass clump. Tree simulations under such methods look incorrect. Another approach is to set sti ness to be proportional to the depth in the hierarchy [Zhao and Barbič 2013] . This works reasonably well for simple, low-complexity plants such as bushes or owers, but does not give visually plausible dynamics for complex, adult trees. The problem with such a method is that the domains at a given hierarchical level may have no common material. For example, a leaf may grow from the main trunk, or from of a small branch. To make the simulation more realistic, we give a procedural method to set the material both based on the position of a domain in the hierarchy, and based on a power law of its size. In rigid-link-based tree simulation, the restoration and the damping forces are modeled based on the branch thickness [Oliapuram and Kumar 2010; Pirk et al. 2014; Sakaguchi and Ohya 1999] , or a xed exponent of thickness [Oliapuram and Kumar 2010] . Such a model serves to compensate for the lack of thickness in the rigid link dynamics model. In our work, we exploit the biomechanical relationship between the length, natural frequency and the thickness of the branch. In addition to modeling sti ness with a power law, we also model the mass density.
Commonly used plant growth software includes Xfrog [Lintermann and Deussen 1999] , TreeSketch [TreeSketch 2014 ], L-studio (VLab) [Karwowski and Prusinkiewicz 2004] and AmapSim [Barczi et al. 2008] . These systems are primarily designed to model plant geometry, whereas we model biomechanical materials for plant dynamics. In existing practice, if a plant growth system can produce a simulation-ready plant, its materials are often not easily tunable to achieve realistic motion. On the other hand, systems that produce high-quality user-controlled plant geometry, such as Xfrog [Xfrog 2009 [Fourcaud and Lac 2003] . We model plant dynamics under artist-adjustable spatiallyvarying material properties in di erent branches and within each branch.
Wang and colleagues [2015] inferred materials of solid threedimensional objects from point-cloud sequences. They matched the materials of plants with a single stem and leaf, or a few such groups (mechanically independent), based on a ground truth scanned pointcloud animation. In order to recover the material parameters, they solved an optimization problem for spatially-varying material properties across the plant. Such a solution is not easily scalable to a complex plant with hundreds or thousands of branches, because it is very di cult to scan point-animations of complex plants, and solve high-dimensional optimization problems to recover the materials. In our work, we give a method that can determine reasonable materials for complex plants with complex mechanical coupling of branches and leaves, using a minimal set of parameters. In addition to elasticity and mass density, another important simulation aspect is damping. Rayleigh damping is arguably the most widely used damping model in FEM simulation [Rayleigh 1896 ]. To improve sound simulation quality, Sterling [2016] presented a modal synthesis technique that uses generalized proportional damping (GPD) to capture frequency-dependent linear damping. However, to the best of our best knowledge, there has not been any previous work to procedurally model plant damping.
Wood is a very useful material whose properties have been investigated throughout human history. One can accurately acquire Young's modulus and mass density of the main tree trunk and the bigger branches of a species in various environments [Niklas 1992; Ross et al. 2010] . The material properties of smaller branches, however, are not easily captured. McMahon's work explored the proportional relationship between the length, the thickness and the vibration frequency of a branch [McMahon 1973 [McMahon , 1975 , but, unlike our work, they did not explicitly model the relationship between the length and the Young's modulus and the relationship between the length and the mass density. Furthermore, McMahon's work was purely experimental, whereas we investigate how to use the observed power laws to design materials that enable realistic FEM simulation of trees. Taylor-Hell [2005] postulated that the sti ness of a branch is determined mostly by the age of the branch. He rst set the Young's modulus of the branches with the smallest and the largest age, and then computed the Young's modulus of any branch using linear interpolation. However, determining the age is often not easy. We surveyed popular tree modeling software packages, and did not nd the functionality to export the ages of tree parts. Furthermore, thousands of tree models already exist as triangle meshes in various tree libraries on the Internet. Given only the triangle mesh of a tree, it is di cult to determine the age of its parts. More importantly, Taylor-Hell's method lacks a stronger biomechanical justi cation. It is well-known that branches grow stronger when they have to hold more weight from their children, and not directly as the time passes [McMahon 1973 [McMahon , 1975 .
Plants are populated with leaves, which are widely studied in botany. Previous research determined that the leaf elasticity and mass density mostly depend on the environment [Kirkham 2014; Witkowski and Lamont 1991] . A leaf with more water is sti er and heavier. In previous plant papers, the leaves are often modeled as rigid. In our paper, we extend our power laws also to leaves, producing reasonable leaf materials.
PRELIMINARIES OF PROCEDURAL MATERIALS
Before we explain our procedural material model, we review existing approaches to setting the botanical materials. We use the term domain to denote an individual tree branch or a leaf (Figure 3) . We assume that the plant meshes are already pre-segmented into such logical components, as is commonly the case in practice. By materials, we mean setting the sti ness (Young's modulus) and mass density of each domain. We focus on these two parameters because they control two key visually important simulation aspects: the frequency at which domains resonate, and how strongly they react to applied external forces. Our materials are constant within domain; but in Section 4.5, we relax this assumption and model materials that vary within each individual domain. The materials can be assigned manually for small and simple trees, and this is the prevalent method in practice today. For complex trees with hundreds or thousands of domains, manual assignment is too tedious and unintuitive for the user. If we set the material properties to be uniform across the tree, the natural frequency of each branch solely depends on its geometric shape. This means that if a domain is very long, such as the main trunk of a tree, it will exhibit very low frequencies and large motion, and therefore look too soft. On the other hand, a small branch will vibrate at a very high frequency with a very small amplitude, and thereby look overly sti . However, in nature, these e ects are not so drastic, and the frequencies of the di erent tree parts are much closer to each other than those predicted by naive geometric theory. Small branches are made of soft material which decreases their frequency, whereas the main trunk is made of hard material which increases its frequency. Furthermore, the ratio between the branch length and diameter is not constant, but follows a power law, which tends to bring the frequencies further together. We incorporate these e ects in our work.
To date, the modeling of botanical material properties in computer graphics has been limited to a few simple approaches. Unlike our work, these approaches are not rooted in botanical biomechanical literature, and produce visibly wrong results. Perhaps the simplest approach is to globally scale the Young's modulus of each domain with a single scalar constant, so that the frequency of the main trunk becomes some xed value, such as 1 Hz. This results in unrealistic, nearly rigid tree with little or no motion in smaller branches and leaves. Another approach is to set the sti ness based on the branch level in the tree hierarchy. Intuitively, one can expect that the branches with the same level should have a similar material. We call these approaches "hierarchical materials", because they scale the sti ness at each hierarchical level. The simplest approach is to scale the sti ness of each domain uniformly at each hierarchical level, based on the level's depth. In such a "depth model", the stiness of every domain at level i is scaled by sµ i , where s > 0 is a global sti ness constant, and 0 < µ ≤ 1 is the hierarchical depth discount factor [Zhao and Barbič 2013] . The domains at each level come in varying shapes and sizes, and therefore the frequency of each domain will be determined by its depth level and geometric shape. However, this ignores the power law that was experimentally determined to govern the relationship between branch lengths, material properties and branch frequencies. In practice, we also found that this model is not rich enough to replicate the motion of real trees. We tried tuning this model for our palm tree example to the best of our abilities, and then ran a user study to compare it to our proposed model. The user study clearly shows that our proposed biomechanical model is better (Section 6).
BIOMECHANICAL PROCEDURAL MATERIALS
We now give a procedural material model to set the sti ness and mass densities of domains. Our model uses observations and insights from biomechanics and the theory of mechanical vibration. We only require a simulation mesh (such as a tet mesh) for the domains, and the domain hierarchy, but do not need explicit age information. Note that the simulation mesh can be built from a triangle mesh of the domain using, say, voxelization [Zhao and Barbič 2013] . We assume that the tree dynamics is timestepped using a physically based simulator capable of incorporating spatiallyvarying sti ness and mass densities. We demonstrate our results with FEM simulations of a tetrahedral mesh, and model-reduced simulations [Barbič and Zhao 2011; Diener et al. 2009 ]; but in principle, any physically based simulator capable of incorporating spatiallyvarying sti ness and mass densities could use our materials, such as Euler-Bernoulli beams [Habel et al. 2009 ], rods [Bergou et al. 2008; Bertails 2009 ], or constrained simulation of individually simulated FEM domains [Twigg and Kačić-Alesić 2010] . Our contribution is how to set the material properties for each individual domain, and is orthogonal to the speci c simulator choice.
In order to derive our materials, we model the dynamics of each domain using the Featherstone-like domain decomposition approach given in [Barbič and Zhao 2011] ,
where M is the mass matrix, D is damping, and f int and f ex t are internal and external forces, respectively, and u are the mechanical degrees of freedom of the domain. External forces f ex t contain the terms that properly couple the parent and children domains in the hierarchy. The term "boundary conditions" denotes the constraints applied to the simulated domains, such as any xed vertices for the FEM simulation. We note that to determine the materials, we do not need to actually perform any numerical simulation using Equation 1. Instead, such a domain decomposition approach makes it possible to model the natural vibration frequency of each domain based on its geometry and material properties, and the mass of the attached subtree. The derived materials can then be used in any speci c simulator; for example, one that uses Equation 1, or one that models the entire tree globally in one solver ( §7). We proceed with the observation that in nature, objects with di erent sizes vibrate at di erent frequencies. Longer and thicker objects tend to vibrate more slowly. By "frequency" in this paper, we mean the lowest natural vibration frequency of a domain, based on its geometry and materials, and subject to the boundary condition of attachment to the parent domain; or the ground, in case of the trunk. In other words, we are interested in ν = ν 1 , where the frequencies ν i of a domain are obtained by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem
Here, K = ∂ f int /∂u (at u = 0) and M are the sti ness and mass matrix of the domain, respectively, with constrained DOFs removed. Vector x i is the i-th eigenmode. The mass matrix is modi ed to incorporate the mass of the children domains using interface lumping [Barbič and Zhao 2011] ). Of course, solid deformable objects do not just have one frequency, but a spectrum of frequencies; however, the lowest frequency is visually the most salient feature. We do not explicitly manipulate the spectrum {ν i } i , only the lowest natural frequency of vibration ν = ν 1 , by changing the sti ness of the branch. As we adjust sti ness, the entire spectrum of the branch rescales linearly.
Procedural Sti ness and Mass Density
Equation 1 postulates some known, default, material values. The speci c choice of the default material is not very important, because the computed material in this paper ultimately does not depend on it. In practice, one can use parameters of some common tree, such as the apple tree, whose Young's modulus and mass density are 8.77 × 10 9 N /m 2 and 745 k /m 3 , respectively, based on a biomechanics reference [Niklas 1992] . In order to adjust the material, one can scale the default Young's modulus and mass density, by multiplying the internal force f int (q) by a scalar α k > 0, and the mass matrix M by a scalar α m > 0, producing the equation
The result of this transformation is that the frequencies scale by α k /α m . In the remainder of this paper, we will refer to the frequency under the default material as ν default , and rename ν to refer to the frequency under the scaled equation (Equation 3). Additionally, the external force is e ectively scaled by 1/α m . Therefore, a larger value of α m (larger mass) causes the branch to "scale down" external forces, i.e., the branch will experience less deformation when subjected, say, to the same wind forces as unscaled branches. Therefore, we can interpret the parameter 1/α m as "liveliness" of a branch. It is important to realize that the mass scaling α m is essential for tuning material properties. Realistic vibrations of branches in a wind eld are di cult to model without α m .
Branches can be (to a rst approximation) modeled as beams. Analytically, beam's natural frequencies are [Shabana 1990 ]
where A is the area of the cross section, I z is the momentum of the inertia of the cross section, E is the Young's modulus, ρ is mass density, is the length of the beam, and η i = x i / , where x i is the i-th positive root of the equation cos(x ) cosh(x ) = −1. The rst root is approximately x 1 ≈ 1.875. For a circular cross section, we have A = πd 2 /4, I z = πd 4 /64, and therefore the lowest natural frequency ν = ν 1 can be obtained from Equation 4:
where c = 1.875 2 /8π ≈ 0.140 is a constant. Equation 5 reveals that the frequency is determined by the branch length, diameter and material properties E, ρ.
A plant bio-mechanical study [McMahon 1975 ] analyzed more than 600 species of trees growing in the United States. It experimentally determined that there is a power-law relationship between branch diameter d and length , as well as frequency ν and ,
where β, β , c 1 and c 2 are constants. By inserting Equation 6 into Equation 5, we obtain
Experimentally, McMahon [1975] observed that β is approximately 1.5 (ranges from 1.37 to 1.66), and that β is approximately β − 2, with the average of β being −0.59 [McMahon 1975] . Although no formula for the constant c 2 was provided, we infer from Equation 7 that c 2 contains the material information, i.e., c 2 is proportional to E/ρ. This is also implied in [McMahon 1973 [McMahon , 1975 .
Going back to our model, we model the frequency of a branch as Equation 7. Because β only approximately, but not exactly, equals β − 2, this implies that there is a (small) power law occurring even in E/ρ. Therefore, we model E/ρ = c 3 γ , where c 3 and γ are constants, and γ is close to zero. Therefore, our nal model is where C 1 and ϵ 1 are two constants tuned by the user. We set ϵ 1 globally per tree, with the initial default value of −0.59. On the other hand, we model C 1 as constant in groups of branches. For example, intuitively, the material properties of branches within the same level are usually similar, and therefore, we typically group branches based on the depth in the hierarchy. The model from Equation 8 suggests that longer branches vibrate more slowly (since ϵ 1 < 0). It is tempting to interpret slowly vibrating objects as soft objects. However, in reality, the trunk of a tree has a low frequency, but it appears almost rigid because of its large mass. Think of long and slender tall trunks gently blowing in a wind, say, in a birch forest: the motion is both slow due to a low frequency, and of small deformation due to high mass. Consider the apple tree as a quantitative example. By modeling the apple tree trunk as a beam with a circular cross-section ( = 5m, d = 0.4m), it follows from the apple material parameters (stated above Equation 3), and from Equation 5 that the frequency of the main trunk is 7.7 Hz. This value ignores the fact that the trunk frequency is decreased due to the mass of all the attached branches and leaves. Incorporating this e ect, one arrives at a value of 1-2 Hz, which has also been reported in literature [McMahon 1975 ]. This value is surprisingly low, for what one would expect to be a "sti " structure. Similarly, in our palm tree ground truth video, we observed that the trunk frequency is smaller than frequencies of all the branches. Accordingly, the "rigid" behavior of the trunk is caused by a large mass, or equivalently, by a high value of α m which causes all external forces to be scaled by a small value (Equation 3). Therefore, we model this e ect using a mass scaling factor α m . Following the example of the power law for the frequencies, we model α m as
where ϵ 2 is a global constant that is the same for every branch, and C 2 is another level-based constant. The mass scaling factor is a key factor in determining the liveliness of a branch (Figure 4) . Finally, we set the sti ness scaling factor α k so that the natural frequency of the scaled Equation 3 matches ν, by setting
where ν is determined based on Equation 8. In conclusion, one can use C 1 and ϵ 1 to control the branch frequency, and use C 2 and ϵ 2 to control branch liveliness. In order to achieve physically plausible results, one can set the constants ϵ 1 and ϵ 2 by following the value of β in McMahon's experiment [McMahon 1975] . Certainly, to model a speci c tree, one may need to increase or decrease the value somewhat from McMahon's experiment. For example, an interesting value is ϵ 1 = ϵ 2 = 0. This means that all domains (within each group, such as at the same hierarchical level) have the same frequency. Although not necessarily physically plausible, we observed that this setting generates very beautiful, rich dynamics; similarly to how in uid simulations we like beautiful vortices, even if they are physically exaggerated. Additionally, ϵ 1 and ϵ 2 can be to some extent used to correct un-physical input meshes, because they serve to e ectively extend or shrink the length.
Determine Branch Length
We use geometric methods to compute the length. We rst nd the root of the branch, as the location of attachment to parent. The branch length is set to the longest geodesic from the branch root to any vertex along the branch triangular surface. We calculate the geodesics using the accurate and fast method of [Qin et al. 2016] . We compute the length in this manner because branches are usually thin and thereby thickness can be neglected. Moreover, as discussed earlier (Equation 6), there is a xed relationship between the diameter and the length. We also tried simpler methods, such as calculating the distance on the graph of the branch triangle mesh, using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [Floyd 1962 ]. The two methods produce very similar values of , and equivalent results. The e ects of over-or under-estimation of can be mitigated by tuning ϵ 1 and ϵ 2 . Although leaves are not branches, we use the power law (Equation 8) also for the leaves, but group all leaves into a separate group with its own parameters C i and ϵ i . A typical leaf structure is shown in Figure 5 . The lamina mass density and elasticity depend mostly on the water content [Kirkham 2014; Witkowski and Lamont 1991] , and can be approximated as constant across the plant. In addition to lamina, leaf elasticity greatly depends on the petiole and the midrib, which behave like branches and can be modeled using power laws. For example, the width can be modeled using a power law of the length. As a leaf grows, its thickness does not change much, but the length and width increase under a power law. Therefore, leaf frequency ν can be modeled using a power law on .
Leaf Materials

Other Hierarchical Materials
Median materials: We also considered another previously unpublished approach that we call "median materials". We ultimately do not use this model as it did not perform well in practice, but we describe it here because the idea seemed quite natural. Median materials combine the ability to directly prescribe frequency at each hierarchical level, while simultaneously modeling the variation of frequencies within each level due to the varying geometry of each domain. Let i med be the statistical median of the lengths of domains at level i in the hierarchy. We set the frequency of each domain at level i to ν i and ϵ 1 = −1. Therefore, median materials are a special case of our model. In practice, we observed that the tree motion under median materials looks less compelling that what can be achieved with other settings of ϵ.
Depth-based materials: In the depth model (see, e.g. [Zhao and Barbič 2013] ), the sti ness is scaled by sµ i (Section 3), where s, µ > 0 are some suitable constants. Therefore, the frequency of a domain is ν = ν default sµ i . In practice, ν default is typically computed based on artist-drawn, or otherwise similarly-derived, geometry. Geometric power laws (e.g., a power law between branch diameter and length) are not commonly used when preparing branch meshes for physically based simulation. Therefore, the depth model lacks a power law, and is much less expressive than our model ( §4.1). In our User study ( §6) and Results ( §7), we show that the depth model produces visibly worse results than our model. Even if the tree geometry was designed so that the branch radius obeyed a power law, the material component of the power law would still be lacking.
Non-uniform Materials Within a Domain
Although our model given in Section 4.1 is able to procedurally set the sti ness and mass for each domain, it cannot represent the material variation within a single domain. In nature, the material properties can vary continuously along a domain, such as, for example, with long branches. To address this issue, we model non-uniform materials within each domain. For each domain, we re-use the geodesic algorithm used when determining the length , to calculate the geodesic distance of each domain vertex from the domain root. We then interpolate this scalar eld onto simulation elements (tetrahedra) of the domain. Denote the geodesic distance of nite element i by i , computed as the average of the geodesic distances of its vertices from the domain root. We scale Young's modulus and mass density of each nite element i by the material scaling factor s i ,
where s min is a minimum scaling factor along the branch, s max is a maximum factor, and ϵ 3 is a constant. In nature, one typically . Controlling large-deformation damping using Rayleigh damping: Top: If we want the plant to be more damped under large deformations (le ), we can set δ > 1. On the other hand, if we want the plant to be less damped under large deformations (right), we can set δ < 1. Here, we use κ = 2. Starred quantities ν * and ξ * denote the curve minimum value. Bo om: Under a fixed ξ and κ, the δ > 1 curve is visibly much more damped under the large deformations (occurring during frames 250-approximately 500). Under small deformations (towards the end of the shown frames), both systems operate in the small deformation regime, where the lowest frequency of the generalized eigenproblem K (u )x = λM x is approximately constant. Hence, the modal damping factor is the same for both curves, and therefore both curves experience approximately equal decay rates.
observes that the branch becomes softer and lighter further from the branch root, due to the progressively younger tissue (ligni cation). Therefore, s max and s min are the scaling factors of the branch root and end, respectively. The parameter ϵ 3 models how quickly the distant parts of the branch soften. Typically, we set ϵ 3 = 2 and s max = 1, whereas s min is tuned by the user. Domains within the same hierarchical level can typically re-use the same parameters if they are expected to have similar material properties. In principle, one could apply non-uniform materials to all domains. However, we found that the model mostly makes a di erence with long branches. For domains where the expected material variation is small (e.g., branches), there is little bene t of applying non-uniform materials as it produces little or no visual di erence.
PROCEDURAL DAMPING
We use Rayleigh damping in our system, i.e., damping of the form
, where M is the mass matrix, K (u) is the tangent sti ness matrix at the deformation u, and d M ≥ 0 and d K ≥ 0 are damping coe cients. The simplest model is to assign constant damping coe cients d M and d K to the entire tree. This implies that objects with a higher sti ness or higher mass are damped more. While this is true for plants to some degree, we found that parts with high frequencies such as leaves are usually less damped than under constant Rayleigh damping, and vice versa. To improve the results, we therefore procedurally assign di erent damping coe cients to the domains, based on their frequency. The modal damping factor [James and Pai 2002] is de ned as
where ν is the undamped, lowest natural frequency. The modal damping factor controls how much amplitude is lost in one period of vibration. It is 0 for undamped systems, between 0 and 1 for underdamped systems, and greater or equal to 1 for overdamped systems. We model ξ as a function of the frequency of each domain, which enables the user to procedurally control the rate of decay of fast and slow domains. This is achieved by modeling ξ as a constant function of ν for ν ≤ ν low and ν ≥ ν high , and using a linear model for ν low ≤ ν ≤ ν high . Formally, the piecewise function is (13) where ξ high , ξ low , ν high , and ν low are global (or group) parameters set by the user. Given the frequency of a domain, ξ is computed using Equation 13. However, knowing ξ does not uniquely de ne d M and d K since we have two unknowns, but only one Equation 12.
We use this free degree of freedom to model the e ect that the modal damping factor changes with the amount of deformation. Often, modal damping factors increase with u; but in our sche era example, we observed the opposite: the material is less damped under large deformations. As the object deforms, sti ness K (u) increases, and therefore ν becomes larger. The user can model such a damping e ect, by imposing that the modal damping factor changes δ × as the frequency changes κ ×, for some suitable δ > 0, κ > 1,
Our default settings are δ = κ = 2, which sets d M to 0, implying that only sti ness damping is added into the system, which is typically su cient to stabilize the simulation. The damping coe cients d M and d K can now be uniquely determined using Equations 12, 13 and 14,
Since d M and d K are non-negative values, we must impose δ ∈ [1/κ, κ]. Figures 6, 7 show the di erent damping e ects achieved by adjusting the parameters κ, ξ and δ . It is typically desirable for damping to be monotonic as the structure sti ens, i.e., between ν and κν . This is equivalent to ν and κν being on the same side of ν * in Figure 6 . The damping factor achieves the minimum at
Therefore, the monotonicity condition
. This condition imposes that higher frequencies cannot be approximately Fig. 7 . Our damping improves motion realism. Top row: constant damping. Bo om row: our procedural damping. Our procedural damping produces visually more plausible animations, because it can damp smaller branches more than the larger branches. Constant damping cannot achieve such an e ect, resulting in visibly more damped motion. The motion was generated by pulling on the fir tree with the mouse (green arrow). Maximum deformation is achieved at frame 22. At frame 51, the tree in the top row is still slowly restoring to the rest shape due to excessively high main trunk damping, whereas the bo om tree is underdamped and has already restored. At frames 51, 62, 79, one can see the detail in the top row still vibrating due to insu icient damping of the constant model, whereas the bo om row shows no such artifact.
equally damped as the base frequency; which can be seen as a limitation of Rayleigh damping. In practice, this condition was not di cult to satisfy. Even if violated, we did not observe artifacts. 
USER STUDY
We designed a user study to verify our procedural models. We ran the study on Amazon Mechanical Turk. There are two goals to the user study, and we designed two separate experiments for each goal. First, we want to demonstrate that our biomechanical model produces better results than prior work, as perceived by humans. Second, we want to investigate how people perceive physically correct results as opposed to merely visually rich (but physically incorrect) results. We used three palm tree animations: biomechanical procedural model tuned using our computer vision technique to match the video ground truth ("physically correct result") (M1), hierarchical procedural method of prior work [Zhao and Barbič 2013] (M2), and biomechanical procedural model tuned using the ϵ 1 = ϵ 2 = 0 setting, producing visually beautiful, but physically incorrect motion ("high-delity result") (M3). We tuned motion M2 to match the video ground truth as much as possible, to the best of our abilities. All motions use the same palm tree model, swaying in the wind under the same wind force eld, and di er only in the materials. In each of the two experiments, we showed two videos side by side (Figure 8 ). We call the left video "A", and the right video "B". The assignment of videos to positions A and B is randomized (but recorded internally). The rst experiment compares M1 to M2, and the second experiment compares M1 to M3. At the end of each experiment, we ask the participant the simple question: "Which motion (A or B) do you like better?". The experiment is designed so that the participants have to watch the video at least once, but are allowed to replay each video an arbitrary number of times, until choosing either "A" or "B". To guard against missing video codecs on arbitrary machines owned by Mechanical Turk participants, we permit the participants to press the "Cannot Play" button (which was pressed by about 8% of the participants), which removes the participant from the experiment. A video capture demonstrating the study is available as supplementary material. The population recruited for both experiments is the same (same set of Mechanical Turk participants). In the rst experiment, we obtained 289 valid answers. Among them, 192 (66.4%) participants preferred M1 to M2. Among 51 users who played the video more than once, 36 (70.0%) preferred M1. This demonstrates that our biomechanically-inspired procedural model outperforms previous work. If the videos were actually equally liked, the probability of Fig. 10 . Full FEM simulation of a tree, using our biomechanical material, using a typical power exponent of real trees (ϵ 1 = −0.59). 378 domains, 96,277 tetrahedra vertices, 259,160 tetrahedra, 52,250 triangles. O line simulation runs at 1.5 FPS.
generating an equal or greater outlier result is 1.2 × 10 −8 . Note that the workers on Mechanical Turk come from a general population (as opposed to inviting university students to the study). They are not computer animation professionals, and are not necessarily motivated to delve on the answer, or look deeply into the question asked; hence, we believe 66.4% is a good result for this population. In the second experiment, we obtained 280 valid answers. Among them, 138 (49.3%) preferred M1. Among the 14 participants who played the video more than once, 9 (64.2%) preferred M1. We conclude that for non-experts, there is no clear winner in the second experiment: participants were not able to tell a di erence between a physically corrected result, and one that merely looks plausible but exhibits visual richness. This conclusion is consistent with the general computer graphics goal of "it should look good", as opposed to the engineering goal of "it should be accurate". Among the participants that invested an e ort in playing the video more than once, there is, however, a bias to the physically correct result.
RESULTS
We present several examples of trees and forests simulated using our biomechanically-inspired procedural materials. Our procedural materials can be tuned with a small number of parameters, making it possible to set reasonable material parameters for complex botanical environments, such as a multi-species forest of 24 trees [Xfrog 2009] (Figure 2) , and a conifer forest of 10 trees [Interactive Data Visualization 1999] (Figure 13) . Similarly, complex trees can be assigned plausible materials, as can be seen in our hemlock tree shown in Figure 9 [Xfrog 2009 ] example. These examples use model reduction for speed. We demonstrate that our materials can also be applied to full FEM simulations, using a tree grown using the Tree Sketch system [TreeSketch 2014] (Figure 10 ). Our biomechanical materials are robust enough to perform well even under more challenging simulation conditions, such as in the presence of complex collisions when a character runs through a bush tree (Figure 14) . Please see also the accompanying video. The calculation of our materials is fast (under 5 seconds even for our most complex example: the palm tree with 6,085 exible domains). Please see Table 1 for detailed statistics.
In our palm tree ( Figure 1 ) and sche era (Figures 11, 12 ) examples, we demonstrate that our biomechanical parameters are su ciently expressive to qualitatively match real plant videos. We emphasize that our goal here is not to match the branch and leaf motion exactly to the ground truth video, but instead match it qualitatively, based on proper frequency and damping properties. We do so by tracking key tree points in ground truth videos of real trees as shown in Figures 1  and 12 . In both examples, we employed an artist to generate the static tree geometry, based on the ground truth tree video. In the sche era example, the artist started his work from a rudimentary 3D scan obtained using the Artec Eva scanner.
In the palm tree example, the main branches (level 1) use a biomechanical value of ϵ 1 = −0.59. We then tracked a single point on 5 branches in the ground truth video. The video was recorded using a consumer-level camera (iPhone 4S at 1080p @ 30 FPS (1,920×1,080)) in 2013. Hand shaking was removed using Adobe After E ects. We performed the tracking manually, frame by frame. Although this seems tedious, it is actually a reasonable engineering tradeo when tracking a few (5) points over 200 frames in the presence of partial occlusions. It took about 30 minutes in the palm tree example, which is less than the artist time to make the 3D model. Of course, tracking could be automated using many of the computer vision tracking algorithms, and/or combined with manual corrections. We projected the resulting 2D motion onto its main direction, using PCA, and performed Fast Fourier Transform on the resulting 1D signal. We identi ed the key frequencies as shown in Table 2 . We remove the lowest frequency of 0.15Hz (it corresponds to the wind). Then, we are left with two key frequencies. By watching the video, we observed that the lower one corresponds to the main trunk, and the higher one corresponds to the branches. We then optimized C 1 to minimize the 2-norm di erence between the simulated frequencies and the ground truth video branch frequencies. Additionally, we can clearly see that the ends of the branches are more lively in the ground truth video, so we also apply our non-uniform materials (Section 4.5) to each branch. For the trunk (level 0), we re-used ϵ 1 from level 1. We use the lower extracted frequency (second values in Table 2 ) and directly compute C 1 . For the leaves (level 2), we have tried to track some points also, but, due to limited video resolution, it was too hard to accurately track those points on the leaves over a long period of time. Therefore, we tweaked both ϵ 1 and C 1 manually, to visually match the video. P P P P Fig. 11 . Sche lera and the tracked points (3 on level-1 branches, 1 on the main stem).
We performed the same procedure in the sche era example (Figures 11,12 ), using the Canon VIXIA HF G40 Camcorder (1080p @ 30 FPS) with a tripod. We simpli ed the process by only tracking 3 branches and the main branch, and assigning the average C 1 as the single sti ness for untracked branches (Table 2) . For the branches with tracking points, we directly use the corresponding C 1 . The leaves are almost rigid and their deformations cannot be easily tracked; hence, we re-use ϵ 1 used for the main stem and the branches, and manually tune C 1 to visually match the ground truth video. ; the times to compute the lowest frequency for default materials (t freq ), non-uniform materials (t non-uni ), procedural materials (t mat ), domain lengths (t len ), and total material computation time (t total ); simulation FPS; simulation approach ("HR": hierarchical modal reduction [Barbič and Zhao 2011] , "F": full FEM simulation); material exponents (ϵ 1 , ϵ 2 ); and the damping parameters. Some of the models use constant Rayleigh damping, denoted by "const (d M , d K )". We use κ = 5, δ = 0.25 in sche lera's damping model. All other models use κ = δ = 2. The conifer forest contains 10 conifers with the same material, so we only pre-processed one; the table refers to one tree (except FPS). Fig. 12 . Sche lera plant (Sche lera arboricola) with our biomechanical sti ness and mass density. Top: ground truth video. Bo om: our result, using frequencies estimated from video. We observe a good match to the ground truth video. We highlight selected plant features for comparison of their positions in the top and bo om rows. Motion was excited by a short impact with a stick.
In addition to tuning the frequencies, we also adjusted the liveliness (C 2 and ϵ 2 ). We clearly found an improvement when applying the liveliness model to our plant (Figure 4) . Inspired by the fact that a branch becomes stronger as it grows longer, we set ϵ 2 to a positive value. Experimentally, we observed that a small change to ϵ 2 does not change the result much. We set ϵ 2 = 1.5 for both examples. The more important part in the model is C 2 . We usually use it to represent the essential material di erences between two parts of the same plant, such as between the main trunk and smaller branches. Based on this idea, we set a di erent C 2 for the main trunk (level 0), branches (level 1) and leaves (level 2) of the palm. The parameter C 2 is set to 10, 1.0 and 8.5, respectively. We use the same way for the sche era, where C 2 is set to 1.0, 1.0 and 5.0, respectively.
In addition, we evaluate our biomechanically-inspired procedural sti ness by comparing it to hierarchical materials, using a tree with 4 levels shown in Figure 15 . The time to pre-process the tree [Zhao and Barbič 2013 ] is approximately 50 seconds, of which under 5 seconds are spent on linear modal analysis to compute the frequencies. To evaluate our method, we reduce our manual parameter tuning as much as possible, and do not impose di erent constants for each hierarchical level. In the rst case, we set ϵ 1 = −0.59 as done in the palm and sche era examples, and C 1 = 1 for each level in the hierarchy. We keep ϵ 2 and C 2 at their default values. In the second case, we set ϵ 1 = 0.0, C 1 = 1 for each level in the hierarchy. In order to get the best results for the depth model, we set µ = 0.1 as recommended in Zhao's paper, and s = 400 to make the main trunk sti . We tried other values also and could not improve Zhao's result. For the median model, we use ν i med = 1.0. We visualize the frequencies of branches under di erent materials, as shown in Figure 16 . In our model, if we set a realistic ϵ 1 (Figure 16a ), we can clearly observe the trend that smaller branches tend to have higher frequencies and main trunk has the lowest frequency. The branches on the same level can still have di erent frequencies. Compared to our model, the frequencies under the depth model do not maintain a speci c pattern. For some domains, the frequencies are higher, but for others, they are lower. It is therefore di cult for the depth model to control the domain frequency distribution across the entire tree, which produces suboptimal motion. The median model, which is a special case of our model, makes the frequencies of branches at deeper levels smaller. When we set ϵ 1 to 0.0 in our model, we obtain lively and exaggerated, but visually beautiful motion, akin to exaggerated vortices in uid simulation. In summary, our model is intuitive, easily controllable and able to produce a large range of di erent types of motions. We also evaluate our procedural damping. We compare our method to a common approach that sets the Rayleigh damping coe cients to be constant across the tree (Figure 17 (a) ). Our method provides a large range, as well as variance for the damping coe cients, providing a more exible way to control the damping of each domain. For our method, we set κ = δ = 2 (default values), and ν low = 1.15, ν high = 1.3, ξ low = 0.06 and ξ high = 0.4 (Figure 17 (b) ). This setting decreases the damping of soft domains (such as domain 0 (main trunk); Figure 17 (d)), and increases the damping of sti domains (such as domain 2499, located at the deepest hierarchical level; Figure 17 (e) ). Of course, we can invert the parameters, setting ξ low = 0.4 and ξ high = 0.06 (Figure 17 (c) ). Then, the main trunk will stop deforming quickly (Figure 17 (d) ), and the deep branches will vibrate longer (Figure 17 (e) ). Note that the two damping settings are "inverted" around the constant Rayleigh damping: in the rst setting, the trunk is less damped than constant Rayleigh and the deep branch is more, whereas in the second setting, the deep branch is less damped than constant Rayleigh, but the trunk is damped more. Such control over damping cannot be achieved with constant Rayleigh damping.
We also compared our materials under coarse vs ne domain decompositions. We used a broadleaf tree model (Figure 18 (a) ). To show the results clearly, we removed the leaves. We rst decomposed the tree as described by [Zhao and Barbič 2013] , so that each branch is represented by one domain (Figure 18 (c) ). This " ne" decomposition consists of 6 levels and 419 domains. We then combined each domain on level 4 with all of its descendant domains on levels 5 and 6, producing our "coarse" decompositions, consisting of 4 levels and 109 domains in the hierarchy (Figure 18 (b) ). We then separately generated the materials for each decomposition, as described in our paper. We clearly observed that the ne decomposition produces much more lively motions in the small branches. In the coarse decomposition, small branches have to share the material with their parents, resulting in sti motions. Because our method is very e cient in computing the materials, it is in practice not necessary to make the domain decomposition coarse for the purposes of material calculation. We note that it is possible to divide a branch into several domains, but doing so may introduce a material discontinuity at the domain boundary. Instead, for long branches that need spatially-varying materials, we use our non-uniform materials (Section 4.5).
CONCLUSION
We gave a biomechanical model to set the sti ness and mass density of branches and leaves in complex botanical systems. Our model uses the power law that was experimentally observed in real trees. Our model makes it possible to generate animations that reasonably match real trees, by tuning a small number of parameters. We also gave a method to estimate these parameters from a video of trees. We executed a user study that demonstrated a clear improvement over previous methods. Our method improves the realism of physically based botanical simulations.
While our user study demonstrated that our materials perform better than previous methods, the user study could be improved by adding more examples of di erent plants, and by adding more quantitative indicators. In order to infer materials from video, one still needs to know the plant geometry, as the frequencies and the overall visual behavior depend signi cantly on the branch lengths and locations of their bifurcations. For ctional trees generated using standard tree generation software, this is not an issue, as the geometry is already available. While our artist was able to infer the tree geometry from the palm tree video, obtaining the geometry is not always easily possible for real trees in the presence of occlusions. In order to match real videos of trees, we track the video feature points manually as opposed to full automation. This is feasible in our examples as we only needed a few points to produce plausible results, but could in the future be automated using computer vision techniques. We veri ed our materials using FEM simulation and did not pursue alternative tree representations such as rigid segments connected with joints. We only adjust the lowest frequency of vibration of each branch and re-scale the rest of the spectrum linearly; non-linear spectrum transformations are left for future work. We model plants with branches and leaves, and did not attempt more complex morphology such as blooms, climbing plants, or roots. We only procedurally assign sti ness (Young's modulus) and mass density, as these are the most salient simulation parameters. More precise control over plant materials could be achieved by exploiting the Poisson's ratio and other non-linear materials.
